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Abigail j. Moss, Division of Health Interview Statistics
SUMMARY
In this report characteristics of blood donors
and the types of donations they made are pre-
sented by demographic and health variables.
Data are limited to blood donors from the
civilian, noninstitutionalized population of the
TJnited States 17-64 years of age.
Approximately 6?4 million persons, 5.3 per-
cent of persons 17-64 years of age, donated
blood during a 12-month period, according to
data gathered by the Health Interview Survey
during 1973. Any person who reported giving or
selling his blood to a blood bank, a hospital, the
Red Cross, or any other place during the 12-
month period immediately preceding the inter-
view was by definition a blood donor. Many
more males than females gave blood: 8.0 percent
compared to 2.9 percent of persons of eligible
age. More persons aged 25-44 years donated
blood (6.7 percent) than persons of other ages
did (4.3 percent). Proportionately, about twice
as many white persons (5.6 percent) as persons
of other colors (2.9 percent) were blood donors.
A greater proportion of the population in the
higher income brackets donated blood than
persons with smaller family incomes did: 6.5
percent of persons with family income of
$10,000 or more compared with 4.0 percent
with incomes less than $10,000. Approximately
two-thirds of all donors (67.1 percent) gave
blood one time during the year, whereas only
slightly more than 1 in 10 donors (13.4 percent)
gave three or more times.
An estimated 10.2 million donations were
made by the 6]/2 mfllion blood donors, an aver-
age of 1.6 donations per donor. The four cate-
gories used in this report which show the reasons
donations were made are: sold, given for replace-
ment, given to a blood bank, and “other dona-
tion.” Examples of “other donations” are dona-
tions made for altruistic reasons or to receive
time off from work. The proportions of dona-
tions made to blood banks and classified as
other donations were similar, 35.2 and 36.5 per-
cent, respectively. They are the two major cate-
gories of donations. About 20 percent of all
donations replaced blood used by a relative or
friend, while donations that were sold made up
the smallest category, 8.1 percent. Over one-
third of donations that were sold (35.0 percent)
were given by persons donating blood five or
more times during the year, whereas only 5.8
percent of donations made for replacement, 4.4
percent of donations to blood banks, and 7.1
percent of other donations came from individ-
uals giving blood with this frequency.
Preliminary information on blood donors
and blood donations appeared in Monthly Vital
Statistics Report, Vol. 23, No. 12, Supplement.
INTRODUCTION
The use of blood to treat ihesses and in-
juries has increased dramatically since World War
IL Its widespread use came only after three med-
ical-technical problems were overcome: main-
taining the viability and utility of blood and its
components during storage, preventing the co-
agulation of blood during storage, and ensuring
compatibility y between transfused and patients’
blood.1
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The first recorded transfusion to a human,
which ended in failure, occurred between a
15-year-old boy and a lamb in 1667, some 50
years after William Harvey’s discovery of the
circulatory system. Limited experimentation
continued during the next 150 years, but not
until 1818 was the first human-to-human trans-
fusion performed. Only after Karl Landersteiner’s
finding in 1901 that there were different types
of human blood, the mixing of which resulted in
the clumping together and destruction of red
blood cells, did transfusions of this kind become
an accepted but still uncommon procedure.
Landersteiner’s observation lead to the identifi-
cation of the four main blood groups and some
understanding of previous incomparability prob-
lems in transfusions.z
The successful transfusion of stored blood
first took place in 1914 at New York’s Mt. Sinai
Hospital and led the way to large-scale use of
transfusion therapy. By the end of World War II,
many refinements in blood preservation, storage,
and compatibility had been achieved. Blood
research since that time has largely been directed
toward developing new and improved proce-
dures in the therapeutic use of blood to treat
illness and disease.1 As new and improved
met hods o f treatment develop, increasing
demands for human blood emerge.
An outgrowth of the expanded use of blood
and its components has been the rapid develop-
ment of the blood-service complex in this
country. In 1971 over 5,400 organizations par-
ticipated in the collection and transfusion of
b Iood and blood products.1 Although this
growth has often been unsystematic and unreg-
ulated, improvements in the blood-service co,m-
plex are now underway. In 1973, the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare issued a
National Blood Policy program, which identified
four specific goals in the development of an
improved blood-service system:
“1. Supply. A supply of blood and blood
products adequate to meet all of the treatment
and diagnostic needs of the population of this
country.
“2. Quality. Attainment of the highest
standard of blood transfusion therapy through
full application of currently available scientific
knowledge, as well as through advancement of
the scientific base.
“3. Accessibility. Access to the national
suppIy of blood and blood products by everyone
in need, regardless of economic status.
“4. Efficiency. Efficient collection, process-
ing, storage, and utilization of the na.tiona.l
supply of blood and blood products. ”s
In conjunction with these four goals, one of the
specific policy proposals was: “To encourage,
foster, and support efforts designed to bring into
being an all-voIuntary blood donation system
and to eliminate commercialism in the acquisi-
tion of whole blood and bIood components for
transfusion purposes.”3
Perhaps the most publicized danger associ-
ated with blood transfusions is the risk of post-
transfusion hepatitis, many times shown to oc-
cur more frequently when blood was obtained
from professional paid donors than from volun-
teers. Certainly this factor provided further
impetus to move in the direction of establishing
an all-volunteer blood program in this country.
In anticipation of a National Blood PoIicy
progam, an ad hoc committee of the National
Research Council was formed to study the blood
distribution system. Its assessment was impeded,
however, by a number of information gaps. Con-
cluding that “there are no data concerning the
extent to which the various categories contrib-
ute to our blood resources, nor do any defin-
itive studies focus on donor motivations, “4 the
committee included among its specific recom-
mendations the conduct of a Blood Donor
Study.
To help bridge the information gap, in 1973
the Nat i omd Center for Health Statistics,
through the Health Interview Survey, collected
data about the characteristics of the blood
donor population, the magnitude of blood dona-
tions in the United States, and the reasons
people donate blood. This was the first time




This report contains information from the
Health Interview Survey which was obtained by
2
household interviews conducted throughout the
Nation on a continuing basis. Each week a prob-
ability sample of households is interviewed by
trained personnel of the U.S. Bureau of the
Census to obtain information about the health
and other characteristics of each member of the
household in the civilian, noninstitutionalized
population of the United States. During 1973
approximately 120,000 persons living in about
41,000 households were included in the sample.
A description of the design of the survey,
the methods used in estimation, and generaI
qualifications of the data obtained is presented
in appendix I. Since the estimates shown in this
report are based on a sample of the population
rather than on the entire population, they are
subject to sampling error. Therefore, particular
attention should be paid to the section entitled
“Reliability of Estimates.” Sampling errors for
most of the estimates are of relatively low mag-
nitude. However, where an estimated number or
the numerator or denominator of a rate or per-
centage is smrdl, the sampling error may be high.
Charts of the relative sampling errors and in-
structions for their use are shown in appendix I.
Appendix II contains definitions of certain
terms used in this report, some of which have
specialized meanings for the survey. For
example, in this report the term “blood donor”
is used to denote both persons who are paid to
supply blood and those who are not.
The questionnaire used in the Health Inter-
view Survey during 1973 appears in the publica-
tion “Current Estimates from the Health Inter-
view Survey, United States, 1973” (Vital and
Health Statistics, Series 10, Number 95). The
portion of this questionnaire dealing with blood
donors and the card used in conjunction with
one of the questions appear in appendix III of
this report.
During 1973 a question was asked about
each household member 17 years of age or older
to determine whether any of his blood had been
given or sold to a blood bank, a hospital, the
Red Cross, or anywhere else during the 12-
month period immediately preceding the inter-
view (question 33a). For persons giving or selling
blood, questions were also asked to determine
the number of times blood was donated during
this period and the reason best describing why
each donation was made (questions 33b and
33c). Card B, containing a list of five reasons for
donating blood, was used to obtain responses to
the final question.
Although blood donor data were collected
for all persons 17 years of age or older, data
contained in this report are limited to persons
17-64 years of age. This age group closely paral-
lels the age limit for blood donors, 17-65 years,
required by most States. Persons 65 yearn of age
or older who reported giving blood have been
excluded since the numbers were insufficient to
constitute a separate age category, and their in-
clusion in a population group 45 years and over
would have been statistically inconsequential.
The restriction of the survey to the civilian,
noninstitutionalized population most Iikely pro-
duces an underestimation of both the number of
blood donors in the total population and the
number of donations made. In particular, the
number of blood donors and donations for
males in the age group 17-24 years is under-
reported because of the exclusion of members of
the Armed Forces. Likewise, the exclusion of
the institutionalized population (e.g., persons
confined to penal institutions) contributes to
some underreporting. Furthermore, there is
speculation that donations that are sold are
somewhat underreported, as persons most likely
to sell blood are among the population groups
most difficult to locate and thus may be under-
represented in a household interview survey.
It is recognized that respondents in an inter-
view situation report only those facts whkh
they know about and are willing to discuss. For
this survey, considerable effort both in question-
naire design and in interviewer training has been




For purposes of this report, a blood donor is
someone 17-64 years of age who gave or sold
blood to a blood bank, a hospital, the Red
Cross, or anywhere else during the 12-month
period preceding the interview. Tables 1-8 pre-
sent data on demographic and health characteri-
stics of blood donors.
3
Table A. Percent of population who were blood donors, by
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Data collected through the Health Interview
Survey during 1973 reveal that a relatively small
proportion (5.3 percent ) of the civilian, nonin-
stitutionalized population of the United States
17-64 years of age donated blood (table A).
Data presented in the following sections of this
report show, however, that when the blood
donor population is examined by selected demo-
graphic and health-related characteristics, con-
siderable variation from this figure occurred.
Of cmrse, not all persons who attempt to
give blood become blood donors. Most blood-
collection agencies screen prospective donors for
potentially harmful conditions which could be
transmitted to a recipient and for conditions or
situations which could pose a health hazard to
the donor himself. For example, the American
National Red Cross, which is responsible for
obtaining about 40 percent of all whole blood
collected by the blood banks in this country,
rejects about 12 percent of all prospective
donors.5
Sex, Age, and Color
There is a striking contrast between the per-
cent of men and women 17-64 years of age who
donated blood. Many more males than females
gave, 8.0 percent compared to 2.9 percent.’ As
aIn this report, terms such as “similar” and “the
same” mean that no statistical significance exists
between the statistics being compared. Terms relating to
differences (i.e., “greater, “ “less,” etc.) indicate that dif-
ferences are statistically significant. The t-test with a
eriticsd value of 1.96 (0.05 level of significance) was used
to test all comparisons which are discussed. Lack of
comment regarding the difference between any two sta-
tistics does not mean the difference was tested and
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Figure 1. Percent of population who were blood donors by age
and sex.
fi~gure 1 shows, this sex difference occurred
re,qardless of age. In fact, in all age groups except
17-24 years, there were proportionately more
than twice as many male donors as female
donors.
The percent of women who donated blood
remained fairly constant for most age groups.
Only between the ages of 55-64 was the percent
of female donors lower (1.4 percent) than the
percent for other ages. However, for males there
were differences in the percent of blood clonors
among each of the age groups, ranging from 11.5
percent for ages 25-34 years to 3.4 percent for
ages 55-64. Because of increased chronic
conditions and other health problems among
older persons, it is not surprising that p ropor-
tionately fewer men and women 55 years of age
and over gave blood than younger persons did.
The proportion of blood donors also varied
by color. Proportionately about twice as many
white persons (5.6 percent) as persons of other
colors (2.9 percent ) gave blood during the
12-month period preceding the interview. lDiffer-
ences between color groups occurred regardless
of sex, although white males and males of all
other colors showed greater similarity in per-
centage of donors (8.3 percent and 5.0 percent,
respectively) than did white females (3.1 per-
cent ) and females of all other colors (1.2 per-
cent).
4
Family Income and Education of Individual
Family income and educational level are
both strong indicators of the probability of
someone’s donating blood. As income or educa-
tion increases, so does the percent of blood
donors in the population.
Although some of the differences among the
family income categories shown in table 2 are
within sampling variation, a pattern of increasing
participation as income rises can be seen for
both males and femaIes and for all age groups
except 17-24 years. In this age group propor-
tionately more young persons gave blood when
family income was less than $5,000 (6.6 per-
cent) than when it exceeded that amount (4.8
percent). Contributing to this phenomenon are
college students (many of whom fall into the
under $5,000 group) who donated blood in
greater numbers than some other persons of
these ages did.
The relationship between family income and
blood donor participation becomes more appar-
ent when data are grouped into two broad
into me categories, less than $10,000 and
Table B. Percent of population who were blood donors, by




Allages17-64years . . . . . . . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2544years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J@&
Allages17-64years . . . . . . . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2544years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female
Allages17-64 years . . . .. . . . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2544years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


















Table C. Percent of population who were blood donors, by
education of individual and sex: United States, based on
data collected during 1973
t
I Education of individual
Sex
Less than I 12 years I 13years12 years or more
I Percent
Both sexes . . . . . . . 2.7 5.6 8.2
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.2 9.0 11.0
Female . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.2 3.1 4.8
$10,000 or more (table B). Clearly, a ~.:ater
proportion of the population in the higher
income brackets donated blood (6.5 percent)
than did persons with smaller family incomes
(4.0 percent). Differences between these two
income categories occurred for males and
females alike and for all age groups except 17-24
years. Proportionately more males 2544 years
of age with family incomes of $10,000 or more
were blood donors than were persons in any
other age, sex, or income group in table B.
The rise in the percent of blood donors as
education increases is a dramatic one. Only 2.7
percent of persons who had not graduated from
high school gave blood during the year prior to
interview, compared to 8.2 percent of persons
completing one or more years of college (table
C). An increase in the percent of persons giving
blood occurred for each higher category of edu-
cation among both males and females. The rate
of increase, however, was greater for female
donors, 1.2 to 4.8 percent, than for males, 4.2
to 11.0 percent. This difference held regardless
of age (table 3).
Geographic Distribution
In general, the percentage o t persons giving
blood was similar in the different geographic
regions of the country. The South, however,
produced proportionately fewer blood donors
(4.8 percent) than either the Northeast Region
(5.6 percent) or North Central Region (5.7 per-
cent) (figure 2). (The difference between the
South and the West may be due to sampling
error.) This lower figure for the South can
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GEOGRAPHIC REGION
Figure 2. Percent of population who were blood donors bv aeo-.-
grephic region and sex.
ticipation in blood donor activities. Whereas
approximately the same percent of southern
mzdes gave blood as did males from the other
regions, the percent of female blood donors
from the South (2.1 percent) was lower than for
any other region. Males from the West produced
fewer blood donors (6.9 percent) than did males
from the Northeast Region (8.5 percent) or
North Central Region (8.2 percent). Again, dif-
ferences noted between the West and the South
are small and may reflect sampling variation.
Regardless of geographic region, persons
17-44 years of age contributed approximately
the same proportion of blood donors (table 4).
For persons 45-64 years old, however, some dif-
ferences were found. For instance, the South
had proportionately fewer blood donors these
ages (3. 1 percent) than did the Northeast and
North CentraJ Regions of the country (4.2 per-
cent and 4.3 percent, respectively). Thus, the
differences noted at the beginning of this section
largely reflect differences among persons in this
age group.
Overall, residents of standard metropolitan
statistical areas (SMSA’S) produced proportion-
ately more blood donors than did persons living
outside metropolitan areas, 5.6 percent com-
pared to 4.7 percent (table D). This difference
was apparent for males but not for females.
Whereas approximately the same percent of
females living within and outside SMSA’S were
Table D. Percent of population who were blood donors, by








All residences . . . . . . . .
AIISMSA . . . . . . . . . . . . . :: Hi+
Centrality . . . . . . . . . . 5.3 8.0 2.8
Outside central city . . . . . 5.8 8.8 3.1
Outside SMSA . . . . . . . . . . 4.7 6.8 2.7
Nonfarm . . . . . . . . . . . . I 4.8 II 7.0 2.8Farm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.0 5.6 2.3
blood donors (3.0 and 2.7 percent, respectively),
the proportion of male donors living in SN[SA’S
was about 20 percent higher than the proportion
in areas outside SMSA’S (8.4 compared to 6.8
percent).
Within SMSA’S, the percentage of blood
donors residing in central cities was similar to
that of surrounding suburban areas, regardless of
sex. For persons living outside SMSA’S, the ob-
served differences between the proportion of
blood donors who were farm or nonfarm resi-
den ts were also within sampling variation,
regardless of sex.
Labor Force Status and Occupation
For purposes of this survey, the labor force
population includes all persons aged 17 years
and over who worked at or had a job or busi-
ness, were looking for work, or were on layoff
from work during the 2-week period prior to the
week of interview.
The labor force population generated pro-
portionately more blood donors than did per-
sons not in the labor force; about three times as
many individuals in the labor force (6.7 percent)
gave blood as those who were not (2.0 percent)
(table E). When the percent of blood dcmors
from the labor force population and the popu-
lation not in the labor force are compare,d by
sex, both males and females in the labor force
produced proportionately more donors,
regardless of age. This higher percent of blood
6
Table E. Percent of population who were blood donors, by
labor force status, sex, and age: United Statesr based on data
collected during 1973
Sex and age I In I Not inlabor force labor force
Both sexes I Percent
Allages17-64 years . . . . . 6.7 ! 2.0
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.1 2.7
2544 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.4 2.2
45-84 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.0 1.3
‘-l--d-=Allages17-64 years . . . . .17-24 years2544 years . . . . . . . . . . . . .45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Femala I I
All ages 17-64 years . . . . . 4.0 1.6
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.8 1.7
25-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.1 1.9
45-84 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.2 1.3
donors among persons in the labor force seems
to reflect in part their greater participation in
blood-banking programs, which are more readiIy
available to persons in this group.
For this report, persons in the labor force
have been classified according to three occupa-
t i onal categones–white-colhr workers, blue-
-collar workers, and farm or service workers. Fig-
ures for the percent of blood donors who were
white-collar and blue-collar workers (7.4 and 7.2
percent, respectively) were similar (table F).
When this comparison is made by sex, however,
differences between the percent of bIood donors
for white-collai and blue-collar workers are
found for both males (10.0 compared to 8.0 per-
cent) and females (4.8 compared to 3.6 per-
cent).
Fewer farm and service workers gave blood
(4.7 percent) than white- and blue-collar
workers did. Differences between blue-collar and
farm and service workers are within sampling
variation, however, when figures specifically for
males and females are compared.
Veteran Status
When veterans and persons who had never
served in the U.S. Armed Forces were compared,
proportionately more veterans (9.1 percent)
than nonveterans (6.9 percent) gave blood (fig-
ure 3). Differences between these two groups
occurred for each age group except 17-24 years.
Veterans were further classified according to
whether any of their service was during wartime.
As shown in table 7, veterans serving only in
peacetime produced proportionately more blood
Table F. Total labor force population and number and percent of the labor force population who were blood donors, by occupation and
sex: United States, based on data collected during 1973
In labor force
Occupation and sex Total Number of Percent of
population blood donors population who
in thousends in thousends were blood donors
White-collar workers
Both sexes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37,256 2,766 7,4
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,765 1,883 10.0
Female . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,492 883 4.8
Blue-collar workers
Both sexes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29,186 2,101 7.2
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,732 1,903 8.0
Female . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,454 198 3.6
Farm and service workers
Both sexes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,983 605 4.7
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,785 400 6.9













Figure 3. Percent of males who were blood donors by veteran
status and age.
donors (12.4 percent ) than men having a portion
of their service during wartime did (8.6 percent).
Selected Health Indexes
To provide some insight as to whether
persons in better health contribute to the
Nation’s blood supply in greater numbers, pro-
portionately, than persons with some health
problem, blood donor data are shown for the
f 0110 wing three measures of hea,lth--he~th
status, doctor visits, and hospital episodes.
Health statm.–This measure was determined
by asking the respondent:
“Compared to other persons --’s age,, would
you say that his health is excellent, good,
fair, or poor?”
Since no attempt was made to define these cate-
gories for respondents in the interview, their
answers reflect only a subjective evaluation of
the person’s health, subject to personaI biases as
to the meaning of these terms.
Nevertheless, a definite trend appears when
the percentages of blood donors in the various
heahh status categories are compared–from a
high of 7.0 percent of persons in “excellent”
hea.hh, to 4.5 percent for those in “’good”
health, to only 1.9 percent of persons whose
herdth was “fair or poor” (table G). When simi-
lar comparisons are made for the three age
groups included in this table, this pattern of de-
creasing participation as health status dleclines
can be seen for each age group; however, for
those 17-24 years, differences between donors
with “good” and “fair or poor” health are with-
in sampling variation. A” marked decline in the
Table G. Percent of population who were blood donors, by age and selected health indexes: United States, based on data collected
during 1973
Selected health index
AIIindexesl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Health status
Excellent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Good . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fair or poor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Doctor visits in past year
Novisits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Iqvisits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5or more visits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hospital episodas in past year
No hospital izations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ior more hospitalizations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All ages 17-24 25-44 45,-64





































1Includes ~nknom health status, doctor viaits, and hospital episodea.
percent of blood donors as health status de-
clined can also be seen when males and females
are considered separately (table 8).
Doctor visits. –Data on the number of visits
made to a doctor during the 12-month period
preceding the interview are also shown in table
G. Since many doctor visits are for preventive
health care and for conditions of an acute
nature, it is not surprising that the proportion of
the population donating blood who had one to
four visits is similar to the proportion donating
with no doctor visits (6.1 and 5.4 percent, re-
spectively).
A decrease in blood donor participation as
doctor visits increase is evident only when the
last two categories (one to four visits and five or
more visits) are compared. Regardless of age,
there were proportionately fewer blood donors
among persons with five or more doctor visits
than among persons with one to four visits.
Hospital episodes.–A sIightly greater per-
centage of persons without a hospital episode
gave blood (5.6 percent) than did those who had
a hospital episode in the past year (3.6 percent).
Ilk relationship held for both sexes (8.1 com-
pared to 6.3 percent for males and 3.0 compared
to 2.0 percent for females).
Among the two older age groups, propor-
t i o nately more persons without a hospital
episode than persons with a hospital episode
gave blood (for persons 2534 years, 7.1 and 4.2
percent, respectively, and for persons 45-64
years, 4.0 and 2.4 percent, respectively).
Whether or not a person had a hospital episode,
however, did not seem to greatly affect blood
donor participation among persons 17-24 years
of age. Differences in the percent of blood
donors these ages with a hospital episode (4.2
percent) and without a hospital episode (5.2 per-
cent) are within sampling variation.
NUMBER OF TIMES DONORS GAVE BLOOD
When persons donated blood during the
year, respondents were asked:
“During f.he past 12 months, how many
times has -- given or sold his blood?”
Responses to this question were for the most
part grouped into three distinct categories-one
time, two times, and three or more times; the
average number of donations per donor per year
was also computed. While there was considerable
variation in the percent of persons with different
demographic and health characteristics who do-
nated blood (as described earlier), few differ-
ences were observed when similar comparisons
were made of the number of times donors gave
blood. Tables 9-25 show data on the number of
times donors gpve blood and the average number
of donations per donor.
In this country, a blood donor may give
blood as many as five times a year. Data from
this survey show, however, that most donors
gave far less frequently. Approximately two-
thirds of all blood donors (67.1 percent) gave
blood only one time, and only slightly more
than 1 in 10 blood donors (13.4 percent) gave
three times or more during the 12-month period
preceding the interview (table H).
Table H. Percent distribution of blood donors by number of times they gave blood during the year, according to age: Unitad States,
based on data collected during 1973
Times gave blood in year
Age
Total
One Two Three or
time times more times
I Percent distribution
Allages 17-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 67.1 19.5 13.4
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 72.3 18.4 9.4
2544years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 65.2 19.2 15.5
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 66.3 21.2 12.5
9
TableJ. Percentof blood donors giving blood only one time and average number of donations per donor per year, by sex and selected
characteristics: United States, based on data collected during 1973
Characteristic
All blood donorsl . . . . . . . . . . .
Color
White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Family income
Lessthan $5,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$5,000$9,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$10,000-$14,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$15,0000r more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Education of individual
Lessthan 12years . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13yearsor more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Geographic region
Northeast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
North Central . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
South . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
West . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Place of residence
AIISMSA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Central city . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Outside centralcity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OutsideSMSA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Occupation
All occupations2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
White-coiiarworkers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blue-collarworkers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Farmandservice workers.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Notin laborforce ..”....., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1Includes unknow familyincome or education.
21ncludes unknownoccupation.
EEEIEIE
Percent of blood donors with only
















































































































































The proportionof donors giving blood only of white donors (67.1 percent) and donors of all
once was higher among perso& 1?-24 years o-f
age (72.3 percent) than in the two older age
groups (65.2 and 66.3 percent). And proportion-
ately fewer young donors gave blood three times
or more than older ones did.
Male donors gave blood with somewhat
greater frequency than female donors, 65.4 per-
cent compared to 71.6 percent making only one
donation (table J). About the same percentage
\ . ,
other colors (67.2 percent) gave blood only once
during the year, and thepercentages for the two
color groups were similar regardless of sex.
Although statistically significant differences
were not found among all income categories, in
general, as family income increased, the propor-
tion of the blood donor population that gave
only once decreased. When persons with family
incomes of less than $5,000 are compared to
10
those with incomes of $15,000 or more, the per-
cent of blood donors giving only one time frills
from 74.2 to 65.1 percent. A similar pattern
seems to occur as education increases; however,
the differences amqng the three education cate-
gories in table J may be due to sampling varia-
tion.
Proportionately, there were more dono~
from the North Central Region (70.1 percent)
who gave blood only once than donors from the
West Region (62.6 percent); all other compar-
isons among the regions showed about the same
percent of donors giving blood only one time
during the year.
No appreciable differences in frequency of
donations were noted between persons living
within or outside SMSA’S or between persons
residing within or outside central cities. Whether
or not a donor was in the labor force and the
type of occupation a donor had also did not
have a noticeable impact, as shown by the fig-
ures in table J.
The average number of donations made by
blood donors was 1.6. This average remained
about the same for all of the specific population
groups shown in table J.
Frequency of blood donations varied with
the reasons reported for making a donation. For
bicod blood bank
Figure 4. Percent of blood donors giving only one time for each
donation type by sex.
example, donors were much less likelv to sell
their ‘blood only one time than to gi~e blood
only once for any other reason. About one-half
of the donors who sold blood (49.2 percent)
sold it only once during the year (figure 4). In
contrast, 85.6 percent of donors whose blood
was given for replacement purposes, 73.2 per-
cent of persofi contributing to blood banks, and
67.2 percent of persons giving for other reasons
gave just once for these particular reasons.
About the same percent of male and female
donors sold blood only once-49.8 and 47.9 per-
cent, respectively—or gave only once during the
year to replace blood–84.9 and 87.9 percent,
respectively. However, sex differences appeared
for the other two reason categories. Proportion-
ately more women made blood bank contrib-
utions only once–79.7 percent versus 70.9 for
men-or donated blood only one time for some
other reason—74.2 percent compared to 63.9
percent for male donors.
VOLUME OF BLOOD DONATIONS
BY REASON FOR DONATION
A question was asked persons reporting one
or more blood donations during the year to de-
termine the primary reason each donation was
made. Reasons for making donations were col-
lected by use of a flashcard shown to the re-
spondent which included the following categor-
ies: sold blood, replaced blood used by a relative
or friend, unpaid donation to a blood bank to
assure free blood for the family in the future,
other unpaid blood donation which was not for
replacement and did not assure free blood for
the family in the future, and some other reason.
In tables for this report responses classified to
the last two reason categories have been com-
bined and identified simply as “other donation.”
Tables 26-34 present data on blood donations
by reason for donation.
In some cases, donations to blood banks
may have been misclassified. Donors who ini-
tially gave to blood banks and then continued to
donate blood when not actually required in
order to assure free bIood for themselves or their
families may or may not have considered these
multiple donations as blood bank contributions.
Whereas one respondent may have reported all
11
Table K. Total blood donations and percent distribution of blood donations by reason for donation, according to sex: United







in thousands bloodreasonsl blood blood donationbank
Percentdistribution
Bothsexas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,215 100.0 8.1 19.8 35.2 36.5
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,538 100.0 8.3 20.3 36.0 35.0
Female . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,676 100.0 7.8 18.2 33.0 40.8
1Incl~d~s donations for unknown rear.ons.
such donations as b~ood bank donations,another
respondent may have considered them donations
ofanothertype.
During this period the 6.5 million persons
donating blood made a total of 10.2 million
donations (table K). The proportions of dona-
tions made to blood banks and classified as
“other donation” were similar, 35.2 and 36.5
percent, respectively, and comprise the two
most frequent reasons for making a donation.
Donations that were sold made up the smallest
category (8. 1 percent). While this last category
makes up a relatively small proportion of the do-
nations made, it is the one in which some of the
most striking differences between population
groups occur.
So far this report has presented data on the
percent of persons within selected pops-dation
groups who gave blood. The discussion which
follows uses the same demo~aphic and health
variables to examine the estimated number and
percent of donations that were made.
Sex, Age, and Color
About three out of every four donations
were given by males. Nevertheless, there was
considerable similarity between the sexes regard-
ing the reasons for making a donation. About
the same proportion of donations made by male
and female donors were sold (8.3 and 7.8 per-
cent), used for replacement (20.3 and 18.2 per-
cent), and given to blood banks (36.0 and 33.0
percent, respectively). Only for “other dona-
tions” did donations from female donors pro-
portionately exceed male donations (40.8 com-
pared to 35.0 percent).
Among certain age groups some striking dif-
ferences occurred, as reflected in figure 5. Pro-
portionately more donations were sold by young
donors (16.7 percent) than by donors in the two
older age groups (6.8 percent and 3.6 percent).
Conversely, fewer donations to blood banks
were made by donors 17-24 years old (26.,7 per-
cent) than by donors in the two oIder age ~~oups
(37.8 and 37.0 percent). Young donors ako gave
blood for replacement less often (17.2 percent)
than did persons 25-44 years of age (21.0 per-
cent):
The percentages of donations for three of the
four reason categories included in table L were
about the same for white donors and donors of
= ~:d = %~d m %d%hnk m SXion
All ages ,8;
17.64 years ,,,,,, lna S:2 36,6
I I I r I
o 20 40 60 80 100
PERCENT OF L3LOODOONATIONS
Figure 5. Percent distribution of blood donations by reason for
donation and age.
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Table L. Total blood donations and percent distribution of blood donations by reason for donation, according to age and color: United
States, based on data collectad durirm 1973
Age and color
AH ages 17-64 years
White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Another . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17-24years
White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Another . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2544 years
White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Another . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years
Whit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Another . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .













other coIors—for replacement, 20.0 and 16.5
percent; to blood banks, 35.3 and 33.7 percent;
and “other donations,” 36.8 and 32.7 percent,
respectively. However, proportionately about
twice as many donations were sold by donorsin
the other color group (16.3 percent) as bywhite
donors (7.6 percent). W’hen the percent ofdona-
tionssold by persons 17-24 years are compared
forthetwocoIor ~oups, the disparity becomes
even more pronounced. Over one-third of all
donations byyoung donors ofother colors (38.2




The data show definite relationships
between family income and the reasons for
donations, in particular, those sold and those
given to blood banks. As might be expected,
donations from persons with small family in-
comes were soId with greater frequency than
were donations from persons with larger in-
comes. Donations to blood banks reflect just the
opposite pattern, as donors with higher incomes
Raason for donation
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All Sold Replaced I
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produced more donations for blood banks, pro-
portionately, than those with smaller incomes.
The percent of donations given to replace blood
used by a relative or fiend remained fairly con-
stant regardless of income. Also unaffected by
family income were blood contributions classi-
fied to the “other donation” category.
More specificaUy, 22.2 percent of all dona-
tions from persons with family incomes under
$5,000 were sold, compared to 12.4 percent for
incomes between $5,000 and $9,999, and 4.5
percent for incomes of $10,000 or more (table
M). A somewhat different pattern is observed
with donations from persons 17-24 years of age.
Here, about the same percent of donations from
donors with incomes under $5,000 and
$5,000-$9,999 were sold (25.8 and 22.1 per-
cent, respectively). The percent of donations
sold by persons these ages with incomes of
$10,000 or more, however, was substantially
lower (7.3 percent).
Proportionately more than twice as many
donations were made to blood banks by persons
whose family income was $10,000 or more
(39.1 percent) than when it was less than $5,000
(18.0 percent). The higher percent of donations
13
Table M. Percent distribution of blood donations by reason for donation, according to age and family income: United States, based
on data collected during 1973
Age and family income
All ages 17-64 years
Lessthan $5,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$5,000$9,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$10,000 ormore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17-24 years
Lessthan$5,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$5,000-$9,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$lO,OOOor more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25J14 years
Lassthan$5,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$5,000498999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$lO,OOOor more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years
Lessthan$5,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$5,000-$9399 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$10,000 ormore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





































































Table N. Percent distribution of blood donations by reason for donation, according to age and education of individual: United
States, based on data collacted during 1973
Age and education of individual
Al I ages”17-64 years
Lessthan 12years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13yearsor more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17-24 years
Lassthan 12years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13years ormore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25x44 years
Lessthan 12years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13yearsor mora . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years
Lassthan 12years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13yearsor more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





































































to blood banks among donors with larger in-
comes probably reflects the greater availability
of blood banking programs to persons in the
labor force.
Data in table N show a relationship between
a donor’s educational level and some of the rea-
sons donations are made. Donations that were
sold exhibited the greatest variation. Twelve and
one-half percent of all donations from persons
without a high school diploma were sold, con-
trasted by only 7.0 percent from persons having
completed one or more years of coIlege. For
certain age groups, the differences between these
two education groups were even more pro-
nounced: 32.9 compared to 15.0 percent of
donations from persons 17-24 years of age were
sold, and 13.5 compared to 4.7 percent of dona-
tions from the age group 2544 years were sold.
Contributions classified to the “other dona-
tion” category showed a slight increase as educa-
tion increa9ed-from 32.5 percent of all dona-
t ions given by persons with less than 12
completed years of schooling to 39.9 percent of
all donations given by persons with one or more
completed years of college. However, there were
no marked differences among education groups
in the percentages of donations given to replace
blood or given to blood banks by donors 17-64
years of age.
Geographic Distribution
Differences in donation patterns were appar-
ent among some regions of the country. For
instance, proportionately more donations from
the South were sold, 10.3 percent, than were
sold in the Northeast and the West.-6.l and 6.8
percent, respectively (tabIe O). Overall, however,
the West showed somewhat greater variation
than other regions. Blood bank contributions
were made far less frequently in the West (27.1
percent), a trend apparent regardless of sex. And
proportionately more donations from the West
were given for “other” reasons (43.6 percent).
The proportion of replacement donations
was similar for all regions. By sex, however, the
largest proportion of donations to replace blood
was by females from the West Region (27.1 per-
cent).
Table O. Percent distribution of blood donations by reason for donation, according to geographic region and sex: United States,
based on data collected during 1973
Sex and reason for donation
Both sexes
Allreasonsl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sold blood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Replaced blood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gavetoblcmd bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other donation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
M
Allreasonsl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sold blood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Replaced blood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gavetoblood bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other donation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female .
Allraasonsl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sold blood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Replaced blood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gavetoblood bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other donation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .













































































1rn~l~de~ donatiom for unknown reasons.
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Table P. Percent distribution of blood donations bv reason for donation, according to place of residence: United States, based on data
collected during 1973










AIISMSA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 9.5 19.4 37.2 33.7
Central ity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 13,7 19.0 31.8 Gz
Outsidecentral city . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 6.3 19.7 41.2 32.4
OutsidaSMSA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 4,5 20.9 29.8 44.4
1Inclu&s donations for unknown reasons<
When comparisons were made between the
proportion of donations sold in SMSA’S and
areas outside SMSA’S, large differences were
found. Proportionately about twice as many
donations from SMSA’s (9.5 percent) than from
non-SMSA areas (4.5 percent) were sold (tabIe
P). Within SMSA’S, differences also occurred
when data for donations sold were compared for
the central cities (13.7 percent) and areas out-
side the central city (6.3 percent ).
The proportion of donations given to blood
banks also varied by area of residence. As with
donations that were sold, proportionately more
donations went to blood banks from SMSA’S
(37.2 percent) than from non-SMSA areas (29.8
percent). However, within SMSA’S the propor-
tion of blood bank donations from persons living
in areas surrounding the central city exceeded
blood bank contributions from persons residing
within the central city (41.2 compared to 31.8
percent).
Whereas about the same percent of “other
donations” came from persons living either with-
in or outside the central city in an SMSA, pro-
portionately more donations of this type were
given by donors residing outside of SMSA’S
(44.4 percent) than from those within SMSA’S
(33.7 percent).
Labor Force Status and Occupation
The proportion of donations given to blood
banks was considerably higher for persons in the
labor force (36.8 percent) than for those who
were not (23.0 percent) (table Q). This pattern
Table Q. Percent distribution of blood donations by reason for donation, according to labor force status and occupation: Llnited
States, based on data collected during 1973
Reason for donation







Notin labor force . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 15.1 23.6 23.0 37.6
In labor force . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 7.3 19.3 36.8 36.4
White-collar workers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 4.8 18.0 37.9 39.2
Blue-collar workers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 9.8 20.2 37.0 32.6
Farm and service workers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 9.1 21.4 31.4 36.9
1Includes donations for udcmwn re.=ons.
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was evident for males and females alike (table
31). Certainly, the greater availability of blood
banking programs to individuals in the labor
force accounts for much of this difference. Sell-
ing blood, on the other hand, was more com-
mon among persons not in the labor force. Pro-
portionately more than twice as many donations
were sold by these persons (15.1 percent) as by
persons in the labor force (7.3 percent).
Among labor force individuals, the percent
of donations sold differs by occupational cate-
gory. About twice as many donations were sold
by blue-collar (9.9 percent) and farm and service
workers (9.1 percent) as by white-collar workers
(4.8 percent). No significant differences in the
proportion of donations given to blood banks
were found among these three occupational
categories.
As with many of the other variables included
in this report, labor force status or type of oc-
cupation did not result in any appreciable var-
iation in the proportion of donations given to
replace blood.
Number of Yearly Donations
Substantial variations associated with pat-
terns of blood giving are revealed when reasons
for donati~ns–sold blood, replaced blood, given
to blood bank, and other donations–are dis-
played by the actual number of times persons
gave blood during the year. Specifically, over
one-half of all donations made for replacement
purposes (56.9 percent) came from donors who
gave blood only once during the year (table R).
For each of the other categories, less than one-
half came from persons making only one dona-
tion a year: about 45 percent of blood bank
contributions, about 38 percent of other dona-
tions, and about 17 percent of donations that
were sold.
Clearly, proportionately more blood dona-
tions that were sold came from persons making
multiple donations during the year. Over one-
third of all sold donations (35.0 percent) came
from individuals making five or wore donations
in a year. In contrast, less than 6 percent of all
the remaining donation reasons came. from per-
sons donating this frequently.
Table S displays these data somewhat differ-
ently. As shown, the percent of donations sold
increased steadily as the frequency with which
donations were made increased (although some
differences are within sampling variation) from
3.3 percent among persons with only one dona-
tion to 34.5 percent of all donations made by
persons donating blood five or more times dur-
ing the year. Conversely, the percentage given
for replacement decreased as the frequency of
donations increased-from 26.5 percent by per-
sons giving only once, to 17.8 percent from do-
nors with two donations, to 12.6 percent from
persons making three or more donations in the
year. The percent of donations made to blood
banks was similar among persons making
between one and four separate donations (rang-
ing from 34.5 to 38.7 percent) but declined sub-
stantially for persons giving bIood five times or
more (18.7 percent). There was no clear-cut pat-
tern for “other donation” types when similar
comparisons were made.
Table R. Total blood donations and cumulative percent distribution of blood donations by number of donations made during the year,
according to reason for donation: United States, based on data collected during 1973
Total Number of donations made in year
Reason for donation donations
in thousands 5 or more 4 or more 3 or more 2 or more 1 or more
Cumulative percent distribution
Allreasonsl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,215 8.3 19.6 32.9 I 57.5 1“00.0
Sold blood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 832 35.0 51.6 65.1 82.9 100.0
Replaced blood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,019 5.8 11.3 21.0 43.1 100.0
Gave to blood bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,599 4.4 15.8 30.4 54.6 100.0
Other donation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,730 7.1 20.3 34.3 62.4 100.0
1includes donations for unknown reasOns-
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Table S. Total blood donations and percent distribution of blood donations by reason for donation, according to number of donations









reasonsl blood blood donation
bank
Percent distribution
All donations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,215 100.0 8.1 19.8 35.2 36.5
, I donation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,338 100.0 3.3 26.5 37.7 32.4
Zdonations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,517 100.0 5.9 17.8 34.5 41.6
3donations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,356 100.0 8.3 14.5 38.7 38.5
4donations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,160 100.0 11.9 9.6 35.5 42.4
5ormoredonetions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 844 100.0 34.5 13.9 18.7 31.2
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Table 1. Total population, number of blood donors
sex,
, and percent of population who were blood donors, by
color, and age: United States, based on data collected during 1973
[Data arc bsscd on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionali~ed population. Thi survev dcsim. eeneral qualifications, and information on the re]i.,,. .
ahilityof the estimates arcgivcn in appendix’I. Definitions of terms are given in atm&dix II]
Color and age
Total









































































































NOTE: The relative standard errors of estimates are found on the chart on page 63, code A4AN, and the
relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code PfAN-M. A guide to the use
of the relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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Table 2. Total population,number of blood donors, and percent of populationwho were blood donors, by
sex, family income, and age: United States, based on data collected during 1973
[Dataarc b?scd on household intcrvkws of the civifim, noninstitutiomlized population. The survey desi,w, general qualifications, and information on the rcfi-
ability of the estimates arc ,gh,cnin appcncExI. Definitions of terms me given in appendix H]
Family income and age
All incomesz









































































































































































11nClUde5 mkno~ blood donor status.
2~nclu&S unknOwn fSUtilyincome-
NOTE: The relative standard errorsof estimates are foundonthe chart on page 63, code A4.AN,and the
relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code PM-M. A @ide to the use
of the relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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Table 3. Total population, number of blood donors , and percent of population who were blood donors, by
sex, education of individual, and age: United States, based on data collected during 1973
[Data arc based on household interviews of ihc civilian, noninstitutionalizcd population. Tbc survey dmign, general qualifications, and information on the rdi.







as a percent of
total population












































All education groups 2












































Less than 12 vears








































































1Includes unknown blood donor status.
‘Includes unknown education.
NOTE: The relative standard errors of estimates are found on the chart on page 63, code A4AN, and the
relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code P&4N-M. A guide to the use
of the relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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Table 4. Total population, number of blood donors,and percent of population who were blood donors, by
sex, geographic region, and age: United States, based on data -collected during 1973
[Datfi arc based on household interviewsof the civilian, noninstitutionalimd population. The survey design, generalqualifications, and information on the reliabili-
ty of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of termsare given in appendix II]
Total population
in thousands1
Number of blood Blood donors
















































































































































































lIncludesunknown blood donor status.
NOTE: The relative standard errors of estimates are found on the chart on page 63, code A4AN, and the
relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code P4AN-M. A guide to the use
of the relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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Table 5. Total population,number of blood donors, and percent of populationwho were blood donors, by
sex, place of residence,and age: United States, based on &ta collectedduring 1973
[Datame based on household interviews of the civilian, nc,ninstit~,ti<,nal~.ed population, The survey design, general qtmlificatitms, and information on the rcdi-
ability orthc cstlmatcsarc$tiwn inappendk I. Definitions of terms aregivcn inappendix II]
Place of residenceand age
All residences























































































































































































NOTE: The relative standard errors of estimatesare found on the chart on page 63, code A4AN,andthe
relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code P4AN-M. A guide to the use
of the relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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Table 6. Total population,number of blood donors, and percent of populationwho were blood donors, by
sex, labor force status, occupation,and age: United States, based on data collectedduring 1973
[Data arc based on househoId interviewsof the civilian, noninstitutionaked popukition. The survey design,genemI qualifications, and information on the reli-
ability of the estimatesare ,givenin appendix I. Definitions of terms are.givcnin appendix II]
Blood donors















sexesFemale Male Female Male ?emale
All statuses
































































































































































































l~ncludes Unborn blood donor status.
21nCludes unknown occupation.
NOTE: The relative standard errors of estimates are found on the chart on page 63, code A4AN,and the
relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code P4AN-M. A guide to the use









Table 7. Total male population, number of male blood donors
ulation who were blood donors,
, and percent of male pop-
by veteran status and age: United States, based on
data collected during 1973
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, ncrninstitutionaliiied population. The sun.ey design, general qualifications, and
information onthereliability of theestimates aregiven in appendix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven inappendix II]


































































































NOTE: The relative standard errors of estimates are found on the chart on page 63,
code A4AN, and the relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page
64, code P4AN-M. A guide to the use of the
62.
relative standard error charts is on p’age
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Table 8. Total population,n~ber of blood donors, and percent of populationwho were blood donors, by
sex, selectedhealth indexes, and age: United StateSY based on data collectedduring 1973
[Data are based on household interviews of the civifian, noninstitutionaliicd population. Thesurveydesign,;.ncralqutifiations,and information on the rcli-
abifity of the estimates are given in appendix 1. DefimitiOns of te~s are ti~cn in appendix 111

























Doctor visits in past year
No visits:









5 or more visits:














































































































































as a percent of
total population
Hospital episodes in past year
No hospitalizations:




1 or more hospitalizations:





~Includes unknown blood donor status.
, Includes unknown health status, doctor visits, and hospital episodes.
NOTE: The relative standard errors of estimates are found on the chart on page 632, code A4AN, and the
relative standard errors of percents a~e found on the chart cp page 64, code P4AN-N. A guide to the use
















































































































Table 9. Percent distribution of blood donors by number of times they gave blood, according to sex, color, and
age: United States, based on data collected during 1973
[Data are based on househ61d interviews of the civilian, noninstrtutionalizcd population. The survey dcsigm, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the csti-























Times gave blood in past year
1 time 2 times 3 or more times
Both Male Female Bothsexes Male Female
Both









































































NOTE: The relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code P4AN-M. A guide to the
use of the relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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Table 10. Number of blood donors, number of blood donations, and average number of donations per donor, by sex, color, and
age: United States, based on data collected during 1973
[f).m,,.IXLWIonImuwh.kl interview of the civilim, n.ninstitudomdkcdpopulation.TheSUnwydcsigmgcnerdqualifications,andinformationontherclkbiliiyofticestimatesarcgiven
k appendixL Definiti”.sd tcnnsw giveninapp.ndkII]
Both sexes Male Female
Color and age Number Number of Average Number Number of
of blood
Average Number Number of
donations number of of blood
Average
donations number of of blood donations number of
donors in in donations donors in in donations donors in in donations
thousands thousands per donor thousands thousands per donor thousands thousands per donor
Total
All ages 17-64 years-- 6,461 10,215 1.6 4,635 7,538 1.6 1,827 2,676 1.5
17-24 years--------------- 1,486 2,182 1.5 950 1,419 1.5 536








1,803 1.6 498 707 1.4
m
All ages 17-64 years-- 6,047 9,542 1.6 4,312 6,997 1.6 1,735 2,544 1.5
17-24 years--------------- 1,391 2,016 1.4 873 1,279 1.5











1,697 1.6 480 682 1.4
All other
All ages 17-64 years-- 4L5 673 1.6 322 541 1.7 92 132 1.4
17-24 years--------------- 165 1.7 140
2;;
1.8
25-44 years--------------- 376 1.6 J; 295 1.6




1.6 * * *
NcYCE:The relative standard errors of estimates of blood donors, code A4AN, the relative standard errors of estimates of
,blood donations, code A4AM, and the relative standard errors of estimaees of domtions
‘on the chart on page 63.
per donor, code A4AM/A4AN, are found
A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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Table 11. Percent distribution of blood donors by number of times they gave blood, according to sex, family in-
come, and age: fJnitedStates, based on data collected during 1973
[Data arc based on household intcrwews of the civdian, nomnstitutionalizcd population. The survey design, general qualification, and information cm the rcliahility of the esti-
mmes arc given in appendix L Definitions of terms me given in appendix 11]






































Times gave blood in past year
1 time 2 times 3 or more times
rotal



























































‘Includes unknown family income.
NOTE: The relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code P4AN-M.





















































A guide to the
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‘l!able12. Number of blood donors, number of blood donations, and average number of donations per donor, by sex, family in.
come, and age: United States, based on data collected during 1973
[Datarcbasedonhouxhoklktcnicwsoftheckiliin,nwdnstit.tiunnlizcdpopulation. l%. survey dcsim, ccncrd quditicmims, md i“fmmaticm on the rchability of theestimatesw.+wn
“kFamily income and age
All incomesl
All ages 17-64 years-- 6,461 10,215 1.6
17-24 years--------------- 1,486 2>1s2 1.5
25-44 years--------------- 3,364 5,523 1.6
45-64 years--------------- 1,61.2 2,51.O 1.6
Less than $5,000
All ages 17-64 years-- 620 906 1.5
17-24 years--------------- 389 551
25-44 years--------------- 160 247 H
45-64 years--------------- 71 10s 1.5
$5,000-$9,999
All ages 1.7-64years-- 1,262 1,956 1.5
17-24 years--------------- 345 547
25-44 years--------------- 631 985 ::2
45-64 years--------------- 286 424 ‘1.5
$10,000-$14,999
All ages 17-64 years-- 1,920 3,067 1.6
17-24 years--------------- 318 440 1.4
25-44 years--------------- 1,178 r,993 1.7
45-64 years--------------- 424 634 1.5
$15,000 or more
All ages 17-64 years-- 2,365 3,783 1.6
17-24 years--------------- 362 520
25-44 years--------------- 1.,273 2,072 ::t
45-64 years--------------- 730 1,192 1.6
1
Includes unknown family income.
Male
Number Number of
>f blood donations ngbg% f
ionors in in donations
:housands thousands per donor

















Df blood donations nAZgZf
donors in in donations















NOTE: The relative standard errors of estimates of blood donors, code A4AN, the relative standard errors of estimates of
blood donations, code A4A1.f,and the rklative standard errors of estimates of donations per donor, code A4AMIA4AN, are found
on the chare on page 63. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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Table 13. Percent distribution of blood donors by number of times they gave blood, according to sex, education of
individual, and age: United States, based on data collected during 1973
[Data arc based cmhousehold intcmcws uf tic civdmn, mminstitutimalized p~pul.tim. Tbe sum y design, geneml qualifications, and information on the reliability of the esti-
mates arc g,vcn in appendix 1. Definitions of terms arc given in appendix 11]
Times gave blood in past year
Education of individual 1 time 2 times
and ag@
3 or more times
Total
—
Both Male Female Both Male Female Bothsexes sexes sexes Male Female
All education groups1




Less than 12 years





All ages 17-64 years-- 100.0
17-24 years ----------------- 100.0
25-44 years----------------- 100.0
45-64 years----------------- 100.0
13 years or more
AU ages 17-64 years-- 100.0
17-24 years----------------- 100.0
25-44 years ----------------- 100.0
45-64 years ----------------- 100.0
1Includes unknown education.






















-1+19.1 20.0 17.118.3 18.3 17.918.0 19.4 14.422.4 23.3 20.9

























_r14.2 10.1—1::: 13.:13.0 *
NOTE: The relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code P4AN-M. A guide to the
use of the relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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Table 14. Number of blood donors, number of bloOd donations, and average number of donations per donor, by sex, education of
individual, and age: United States, based on data collected during 1973













Less than 12 years









13 years or more













-1-2,637 4,14s605 8701,389 2,257644 1,021


























































NGTE: The relative standard errors of estimates of blood donors, code A&AN, the relative standard errors of estimates of
blood donstfmns, code A4AM, and the relative standard errors of estfmates of donstions per donor, code A4AuIA4AN, are found
on the chart on page 63. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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Table 15. Percent distribution of blood donors by number of times they gave blood, according to sex, geographic
region, and age: Dnited States, based on data collected during 1973
[Datarc based on houscbold intcrwws of the avilian, nonmstitutiwalimd populatmn. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the esti.
mates arc given in appcndm L Definitions Ofterms arc given in appendix 11]
Times gave blood in past year
1 time 2 times 3 or more times
Total
Both Male Female Both Male Female Bothsexes sexes sexes Male Female
Geographic region and age
Percent distribution of blood donorsAll regions























































































































































































NOTE: The relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code P4AN-M. A guide to the ‘,
use of the relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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Table 16. Number of blood donors, number of blood donat$ons, and average number of donations per donor, by sex, geographic
region, and age: United States, based on data collected during 1973
lDm.wc b.mcdonhwscholdinlcnicw’s*Ithe civilian, nminsdtutionalizcdwwda .n.The survcs dcsicn, mncml auzhlicati~m, md inf,,nmticm m the rclut,ilits “f w cstinmtcs arc civm
Geographic region and age
All regions

























in .ppcn&”x i. Dcfinitims 0[ treks arc xi&in app.mdix III
Both sexes
-1----t1,619 2,487 1.5355 514 1.4S18 1,280 1.6446 693 1.6













































































NOTE: The relative standard errors of estimates of blood donors, code A4AN, the relative standard errors of estimates of
blood donations, code A4AM, and the relative standard errors of estimates of donations per donor, code A4AU[A4AN, are found
on the chart on page 63. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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Table 17. Percent distribution of blood donors by number of times they gave blood, according to sex, place of
residence, and age: United States, based on data collected during 1973












































mates are given in appendix ~. Definitions of tcnn; arc gkw; in appcklix 11]
Times gave blood in past year
1 time 2 times 3 or more times
Total
Both Male Female Both Male Female Bothsexes sexes sexes Male Fentsle





















































































































































































































































NOTS: The relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code P4AN-M. A guide to the
use of the relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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Table 18. Number of blood donors, number of blood donations, and average number of donations per donor, by sex, place of
residence, and age: United States, based on data collected during 1973
[DrItaam b.xcd& ho.scholdintcn,kwsofthecivifiarqnoninstitutionafizedpopulation.ThesurwyJcsign,generalqwd,ficatkns,md i“formatiun on th.rcliabili~ ofthemtim.ta arc ~wn
in appendixL Ddbitionsofmrmsaregiveninappendix 11]






































































































































































































































































































N~E: The relative standard errors of estimates of blood donors, code A4AN. the relative standard errors of estimates of
blood donations, code A4AM, and the relative standard errors of estimates of donations per donor, code A4AWA4AN, are found
on the chart on page 63. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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~able 19. Percent distribution of blood donors by number of times they gave blood, according to sex, labor force
status, occupation, and age: United States, based on data collected during 1973
[Datarc basedonhouseholdhtervkwsofthecivilian,noninstitutionalimdpopulatkm.The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of th,z esti-
mates are given in ~ppcndix I. Definitions of terms are given in ~ppendix II]
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3 or more times “
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Farm and service workers:




Not in labor force






NOTE: The relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code P4AN-M. A guide to the






















































































Table 20. Number of blood donors, number of blood donations, and average number of donations per donor, by sex, labor force
status, occupation, and age: United States, based on data collected during 1973




















































































































































































































































NIYI’E:The relative standard errors of estimates of blood donors,
blood donations, code A4AM, and the relative
code A4AN, the relative standard errors of estimates of
standard errors of estimates of donations
on the chart on page 63.
per donor, code A4AWA4AN, are found

















Table 21. Percent distribution of male blood donors by








[Datare based on household interviews of the civilian, nrminstitutionalized population. The survey design, generaI qualifications, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]
Veteran status and age
All statuses






























Times gave blood in past year
II I I
Total II1 time I 2 times 3 or moretimes












































































NOTE : The relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64.,
code P4AN-M. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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Table 22. Number of male blood donors, number of blood donations from males, and aver-
age number of donations per male donor, by veteran status and age: United States,
based on data collected during 1973
[Data are based on household interviews of the civiIian, noninstitutiormlked population. The survey design, general qualifications, and
information on the rcliab ility of the est imatcs are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]


































































































NOTE: The relative standard errors of estimates of blood donors, code A4AN, the
relative standard errors of estimates of blood donations, code A4AM, and the relative
standard errors of estimates of donations per donor, code A4AM/A4AN, are found on the
chart on page 63. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts in on page
62.
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Table 23. Percent distribution of blood donors by number of times they gave blood, according to sex, selected
health indexes, and age: United States, based on data collected during 1973
[Data are based on household intcrv,cws .f th. civilian, noninstitutionali.ed populatkm.The suwey design, gcn.ml qualifications, and information on t!>. reliability of the esti-
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No visits:









5 or more visits:











1 or more hospitalizations:














































































we blood in past year
2 times 3 or more times
II i II I
Both
sexes II Male Female s~~~~ II Male Female


















































































































































































































































































Includes unknown health status, doctor visits, and hospital .pisodes.
NOTE: The relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code P4AN-M. A guide to the
use of the relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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Table 24. Number of blood donors, number of blood donations, and average number of donations per donor,
by sex, selected
health indexes, and age: United States, based on data collected during 1973
[Da,.am b-cd on h.usch.ld int.rvicws of the civilian, noninstitutionalizcd pcqmhti.m The survey design, gcncml qualifications, and i“kmnation cm the rclbbdity of the cstinmt.s arc gi$cn















































































































































































































































































































































































































1Includes unknown health status, doctor visits, and hospital episodes.
NOTE: The relative standard errors of estimates of blood donors, code A4AN, the relative standard errors of estimates of
blood donations, code A4AM, and the relative standard errOrs Of esti~tes Of dO~tiOns Per dOnOr, cOde A4~lA4AN Y are found
on the chart on pase 63. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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Table 25. Nuder and percent distribution of blood donors by number of times they donated blood for each reason, according
to sex, reason for donation, and age: United states, based on data collected during 1973
[Dm .),. bz.wlon h,)usch(>kl mtcrwcw, .i thc,avd,.m, n<,n,n,t,t”t,<>n,il, <cd I),s”ul.,,,un. ?hc w,.., dm,en. ,xnma[ ou,hr,..,,,<,n<. an,+ >nf,,m,w,.n on the ,A=tility of the .,timntc, BE g,.qj
























1 2 3 or
time times ym:~
I Percentdistribution Percentdistribution PercentdistributionSold blood



























































































































-__!_74.2 16.5-1-20.2 12.616.1 6.920.6 15.323.7 13.1All ages 17-64 years--17-24 years-----------------25-44 years-----------------45-64 years----------------- 6351,156617 76.964.063.2 261322198 78.5 15.373.9 14.368.7 21.7.—
1The categories in this table are not mutually exclusive since some donors with mmre than one donation gave for different
reasons.
NOTE: The relative standard errors of estimates are found on the chart on page 63, code A4AN, and the relative standard
errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code P4AN-M.
is on page 62.
A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts
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Table 26, Percent distribution of blood donations by reason for donation, according to sex, age, and color: United States,
based on data collected during 1973
[Data w tmcd.nhc,usch.hlin crvicwsofihcckilinn,mdnstitudom.lizcdpopuhd.n.Thes.ncydcsip, wncral qudificnuons, and in funnatiun on [h. rclixkitity o!’ the cstimztm .rc $w.
in nppcndix 1. IMinitions of terms arc :ivcn in appendix 11]
Both sexes I Male Female
Color and
reason for donation i;; ;+s 17-24 25-44 45-64 ‘;+:$= 17-24 25-44 45-64
years
years years years years years years years
A;;~jss I17-24 25-44 45-64years years years years
Percent distribution of blood donationsW













































































































1100.0 100.0All otherAll reasonsl-----------
Sold blood-------------------
Replaced blood---------------



























Includes d.mxations for unknown reasons.
NOTE: The relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code P4AN-M. A guide to the use of the
relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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Table 27. Percent distribution of blood donations by reason for dcmation, according to sex, age, and family income:
States, based on data collected during 1973
United
[Dot. m. bawd on h.uw-h,,ld mtcrvxw of rhc civdim, noninmtutmnalized pop.kt,on. The s.rvcy dcsi~n, gcmr.1 qutdific.tiom, and infornmti.n on the mliabihty of the estimatm arc :$vcn
m .ppmdix L Dcfiniti.ns of terms arc given in appendix 11]
Both sexes Male Female
All ages
17-64 17-24 25-44 45-64 A:;-:=
17.24 25.44 /+5-64 A;; ;~ 17-24 25-44 45-64
years years years years years
years years years -








































































































All reasons2----------- 100.OII1%O100.0 100.0
Sold blood-------------------
Replaced blood---------------










































































































~Includes unknown family income.
2Includes donations for unknown reasons.
NOTE: The relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code P4AN-M. A guide to the use of the
relative standard error charts is on page 62.
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Table 28. Percent distributionof blood dmat ions by reason for donation,acc=d~g to sex, age, and educationof individml:
United States,based on &ta collectedduring 1973
ID.1.m’b.scd,anhmmhAl imn-ricws uf the c,vilian, n.ninstitutiunati.cd powlmion. 2%. SUFJCSdcsisn, ,!wwmalq..hiicmic,.s, and iniormmifm on the rclmbdity of d>. estimates m. :ivcn
Educationof individual





Gave to blood bank-----------
Other donation---------------










Gave to blood bank-----------
Other donation---------------




Gave to blood bank-----------
Other donation---------------
in appcnd& i. Dclinitinm of :crms arc qiwn in .ppcndih 11]
-
Both sexes Male Female
A;;-ges 17-24 25-44 45-64 q}-:~ 17-24 25-44 45-64 y$-;g’= 17-24 25-44
years years years years years years years years years years years










































































































































































NOTE: The relativestandarderrors of percentsare found on the chart on page 64, code P4AN-M. A guide to the uae of the
relativestandarderror charts is on page 62.
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. .
Table 29. Percent distribution of blood dmatims by reasm for donation, according to sex, age,and geographic region: United
States, based on data collected during 1973
[Dat.arcba.icd on h.mchold mtmwws or th. o,ilia., non,nstit.tio.alized population. The survey design, general quzliflcations, and information on th. rcliahility of th. cwirnates uc given
in appendix I. I)cfinitiom of terms arc given in appendix 11]
Both sexes I Male I Female
Geographic region and
reascm for dmatim All ages
17-64 17-24 25-44 45-64 A;;_:$= 17-24 25-44 45-64 q;j~’ 17-24 25-44 45.64
years years years years years years years years years years years years
All regions
All reasonsl-----------














































































































































































































































Includes donations for unkncwn reasons.
NOTE: The relative standard errors of percents are found cm the chart cm page 64, code P4AN-M.
reLative standard error charts is on page 62.
A guide to the use of the
-.
Table 30. Percent distribution of blood donatims by reason for donation, accord-
?
to sex, age, and place of residence:
United States, based on &ta collected during 19 3
[Damarcbasedonh.useholdht.rviewsoftheCivilim.noninstitutiomlizcdDomda omThe SUWWdcsisn, Emend qualifications, ad information on the rcti.bihty of the .stimatcs arc given
inappmdi;~ Definitionsofte~sar.-giv& in zppendix11]
Both sexes I Male
Female
U; : es-2 17-24 25-44 45-64 A;+.$y’ 17-24 25-44 45-64~7-24 2=-U 4=-64 ‘:$-w year. year. year,
ysars
years years years years years
years years years
Place of residence and
reason for donation
Percent distribution of blood donationsAll residences
























































































































































































































Gave to blood bank---------
Other donation-------------
‘Includes donations for mknown reasons.
NOTE: The relative standard errors of percents are found m the chsrt on page 64, code PUN-M. A guide to the use of the







































Table 31. Percent distribution of blood donations by reason for donation, according to sex, age, labor force status, and m.
cupation: United States, based on data collected during 1973
[Datam-b.scd..),..schoklmmrvxws<,[theowkan,noninsdtut,.nalizcdpopulation.TheWWCYti.sign, generalquahfications,andinformationonthe mlmbility of the cxtim.tm arc givm











17-6z 17-24 25-44 45-64




17-6t I17-24 25-44 45-64years years years yearsL25-44 45-64years years—
All statuses
All reasonsl-----------
Percent distribution of blood donations






















































































































































































































































Gave to blood bank---------
Other dmatim -------------



























Gave to blood bank---------
Other donation-------------








Not in labor force
All reasonsL----------- 100.0II 100.0 100.0
T15.1 24.723.6 18.523.0 18.537.6 36.0Sold blood-------------------Replaced blood---------------Gave to blood bank-----------Other donation--------------- 11.927.121.239.2 23.;32.036.6 22.726.119.130.9 *>?** 25.;25.740.4 *32.;39.9
II
1
Includes donations for unkncwn reascms,
2Includes unknown occupatim.
NOTE: The relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code P4AN-M.
relative standard error charts is on page 62.
A guide to the use of the
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Table 32. Percent distributionof blood donations from males by reaaon for donation
and veteran status:United States, based on data collectedduring 19}3
according to age
.
[Datarc bawl on household interviews’ of the civilin, noninstitutiona~zed popukion. The survey desii, general quslifkations, and information on the reli-
ability of the estimates are given in appendix L Definitions of terms are given in appmdix H]

































17-24 years 25-44 years 45-64 years
II 1 I



































































mm: The relative standarderrors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code P4AN-M. A
guide to the use of the relative standarderror charts is on page 62.
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\
Table 33. Percent distributing of blood donations by reason for donation, according to sex,
Wited States, based on data collected durinc 1973
age, and selected health izzdexea:
[Datame based cm ho.schold intewiew of the civilian, mminstitutionahzcd popubticm. The survey design, general qualifxatiom, and ir.fornmtiun on the rcliahility of the estimates arc giwn
in appendix L Dctkitions of term arc give. in appendix f2]
Selected health index
























Gave to blood bank---------
Other donation-------------


























Gave to blond bank---------
Other donation-------------




Gave to blood bmk---------
Other dozzation-------------
Both sexes Ifale Female
‘Ws 17-24 25.44 45-64 A;;& 17-24 25.44 4~-64 A;;-~s L7-24 25-44 45-64
yeara years yeara years yearn years years years years yeara years years










































































































































































































































































































































































































































1Includes unknown health status, doctor visits, and hospital episodes.
2Includes donations for unknown reasons.
NOTE: The relative standard errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code P4AN-M. A guide to the use .f the
132ktiVe standard error charts is ~ pase 62.
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Table 34. Number and percent distribution of blood donatioim by total number of timas donors gave blood, according to sex,
reason for donation, and age: United States, based on ckta collected during 1973 .
[flabam bawdon ho.$chold intavimm of the civilian, noninstitutiomlimd p.p.latiom The surwy desi~, gcnmal q..tifications, and i“fonnaiicm on the rclkbility of the mtimatcs arc given
in appcndi< ~ Defhitions of tcnns am-giv& in appmdix 11]
—
Both sexes Male Female
Times gave blood Times gave blood Times gave blood
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]IncJudes donations for unknown reasons.
NOTE? The relative standard errors of estimates are found on the chart on page 63, code A4AM,
errors of percents are found on the chart on page 64, code P4AN-M.
and the relative standard
A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts
is m page 62.
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APPENDIX 1
TECHNICAL NOTES ON METHODS
Background of This Report
This report is one of a series of statistical
reports prepared by the National Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS). It is based on infor-
mation collected in a continuing nationwide
sample of households in the Health Interview
Survey (HIS).
The Health Interview Survey utilizes a
questionnaire which obtains information on per-
sonal and demographic characteristics, illnesses,
injuries, impairments, chronic conditions, and
other health topics. As data relating to each of
these various broad topics are tabuIated and
analyzed, separate reports are issued which cover
one or more of the specific topics. The present
report is based on data collected in household
interviews during 1973.
The population covered by the sample for
the Health Interview Survey is the civilian, non-
institutionalized population of the United States
living at the time of the interview. The sample
does not include members of the Armed Forces
or U.S. nationals living in foreign countries. It
should also be noted that the estimates shown
do not represent a complete measure of any
given topic during the specified calendar period
since data are not collected in the interview for
persons who died during the reference period.
For many types of statistics collected in the sur-
vey, the reference period covers the 2 weeks
prior to the interview week. For such a short
period, the contribution by decedents to a total
inventory of conditions or “services should be
very small. However, the contribution by de-
cedents during a long reference period (e.g., 1
year) might be sizable, especially for older
persons.
Statistical Design of the
Health Interview Survey
General plan.–The sampling plan of the
survey follows a multistage probability design
which permits a continuous sampling of the
civilian, noninstitutionalized population of the
United States. The sample is designed in such a
way that the sample of households interviewed
each week is representative of the target popula-
tion and that weekly samples are additive over
time. This feature of the design permits both
continuous measurement of characteristics of
samples and more detailed analysis of less com-
mon characteristics and smaller categories of
health-related items. The continuous collection
has administrative and operational advantages as
well as technical assets since it permits fieIdwork
to be handled with an experienced, stable staff.
The overall sample was designed so that
tabrdations can be provided for each of the four
major geographic regions and for urban and rural
sectors of the United States.
The first stage of the sample design consists
of drawing a sample of 376 primary sampling
units (PSU’S) from approximately 1,900 geo-
graphically defined PSU’S. A PSU consists of a
county, a smzdl group of contiguous counties, or
a standard metropolitan statistical area. The
PSU’S collectively cover the 50 States and the
District of Columbia.
With no loss in general understanding, the
remaining stages can be combined and treated in
this discussion as an ultimate stage. Within
PSU’S, then, ultimate stage units called segments
are defined in such a pmnner that each segment
contains an expected four households. Three gen-
eral types of segments are used.
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.Area segments which are defined geographically.
List segments, using 1970 census registers as the
frame.
Permit segments, using updated lists of building
permits issued in sample PSU’S since 1970.
Census address listings were used for all areas of
the country where ,addresses were well defined
and could be used to locate housing units. In
general the list frame included the larger urban
areas of the United States from which about
two-thirds of the HIS sample was selected.
The usual HIS sample consists of approxi-
mately 12,000 segments containing 51,000 as-
signed households, of which 9,000 were vacant,
demolished, or occupied by persons not in the
scope of the survey. The 42,000 eligible oc-
cupied households yield a probability sample of
about 120,000 persons in 41,000 interviewed
households in a year.
Descriptive material on data collection,
field procedures, and questionnaire development
in the HIS has been published 6 as well as a de-
tailed description of the sample design’ and a
report on the estimation procedure and the
method used to calculate sampIing errors of esti-
mates derived from the survey. *
Collection of data. –Field operations for
the survey are performed by the U.S. Bureau of
the Census under specifications established by
the National Center for Health Statistics. In ac-
cordance with these specifications the Bureau of
the Census participates in survey planning, se-
lects the sample, and conducts the field inter-
viewing as an agent of NCHS. The data are
coded, edited, and tabulated by NCHS.
Estimating procedures. –Since the design of
the HIS is a complex multistage probability
sample, it is necessary to use complex pro-
cedures in the derivation of estimates. Four
basic operations are involved:
1. Inflation by the reciprocal of the probability
of selection. —The probability of selection is
the product of the probabilities of selection







from each step of selection in the design
(PSU, segment, and household).
Nonresponse adjustrnent.-The estimates are
inflated by a multiplication factor which has
as its numerator the number of sample hcmse- ‘
holds in a given segment and as its denomina-
tor the number of households interviewed in
that segment.
First-stage ratio adjustment. –Sampling
theory indicates that the use of auxiliary in-
formation which is highly correlated with the
variables being estimated improves the re-
liability of the estimates. To reduce the vari-
ability between PSU’S within a region, the
estimates are ratio adjusted to the 1970
populations within 12 color-residence classes.
Poststratification by age-sex-color.–The esti-
mates are ratio adjusted within each of 60
age-sex-color cells to an independent esti]mate
of the population of each cell for the survey
period. These independent estimates are pre-
pared by the Bureau of the Census. Both the
first-stage and poststratified ratio adjust-
ments take the form of multiplication factors
applied to the weight of each elementary unit
(person, household, condition, and
hospitalization).
The effect of the ratio-estimating process is
make the sample more closely representative
the civilian, noninstitutionalized population
by age, sex, color, and residence, wh;ch-thereby
reduces sampIing variance.
As noted, each week’s sample represents
the population living during that week and char-
acteristics of the population. Consolidation of
samples over a time period, e.g., a calendar
quarter, produces estimates of average character-
istics of the U.S. population for the calendar
quarter. Similarly, population data for a year are
averages of the four quarterly figiu-es.
For prevalence statistics, such as number of
persons with speech impairments or number of
persons classified by time interval since last
physician visit, figures are first calculated for
each calehdar quarter by averaging estimates for
all weeks of interviewing in the quarter. Prev-
alence data for a year are then obtained by
averaging the four quarterly figures.
For other types of statistics–namely those
measuring the number of occurrences during a
specified time period—such as incidence of acute
conditions, number of disability days, or num-
ber of visits to a doctor or dentist, a similar
computational procedure is used, but the statis-
tics m-e interpreted differently. For these items,
the questionnaire asks for the respondent’s ex-
perience over the 2 calendar weeks prior to the
week of interview. In such instances the esti-
mated quarterly total for the statistic is 6.5
times the average 2-week estimate produced by
the 13 successive samples taken during the
period. The annual total is the sum of the four
quarters. Thus the experience of persons inter-
vie wed durz”ng a year– experience which actually
occurred for each person in a 2-calendar-week
interval prior to week of interview-is treated as
though it measured the total of such experience
during the year. Such interpretation leads to no
significant bias.
Explanation of hospital recall.–The survey
questionnaire uses a 12-month-recall period for
hospitalizations. That is, the respondent is asked
to report hospitalizations which occurred during
the 12 months prior to the week of interview.
Information is also obtained as to the date of
entry into the hospital and duration of stay.
Analysis of this information, and also the results
of special studies, has shown that there is an
increase in underreporting of hospitalizations
with increase in time interval between the dis-
charge and the interview. Exclusive of the hospi-
tal experience of decedents, the net underreport-
ing with a 12-month recall is in the neighbor-
hood of 10 percent, but underreporting of dis-
charges within 6 months of the week of inter-
view is estimated to’ be less than 5 percent. For
this reason hospital discharge data me based
on hospital discharges reported to have oc-
curred within 6 months of the week of inter-
view. Since the interviews were evenly distrib-
uted according to weekly probability samples
throughout any interviewing year, no seasonal
bias was introduced by doubling the 6-month-
recall data to produce an annual estimate for
that year of interviewing. Doubling the 6-month
data in effect imputes to the entire year preced-
ing the interview the rate of hospital discharges
actually observed during the 6 months prior to
interview. However, estimates of the number of
persons with hospital episodes (as opposed to
estimates of the number of hospital discharges)
are based on 12-month recall data since a per-
son’s 12-month experiences cannot be obtained
by doubling his most recent 6-month
experience.
General Qualifications
Nonresponse.–Data were adjusted for non-
response by a procedure which imputes to per-
sons in a household which was not interviewed
the characteristics of persons in households in
the same segment which were interviewed. The
total noninterview rate was about 3.5 percent–1.4
percent was refusai, and the remainder was pri-
marily. due to the faiIure to find an eligible re-
spondent at home after repeated calls.
The interview Process.–The statistics pre-
sented in this report are based on replies ob-
tained in interviews with persons in the sample
households. Each person 19 years of age and
over present at the time of interview was inter-
viewed individually. For children and for adults
not present in the home at the time of the inter-
view, the information was obtained from a re-
lated household member such as a spouse or the
mother of a child.
There are limitations to the accuracy of
diagnostic and other information collected in
household interviews. For diagnostic infor-
mation, the household respondent can usually
pass on to the interviewer only the information
the physician has given to the family. For condi-
tions not medically attended, diagnostic infor-
mation is often no more than a description of
symptoms. However, other facts, such as the
number of disability days caused by the condi-
tion, can be obtained more accurately from
household members than from any other source
since only the persons concerned are in a posi-
tion to report this information.
Rounding of nunzbers. -The original tabula-
tions on which the data in this report are based
show all estimates to the nearest whole unit. AU
consolidations were made from the origir-d
tabulations using the estimates to the nearest
unit. In the final published tables, the figures are
rounded to the nearest thousand, although these
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are not necessarily accurate to that detail. De-
vised statistics such as rates and percent distri-
butions are computed after the estimates on
which these are based have been rounded to the
nearest thousand.
Population figures. -Some of the published
tables include population figures for specified
categories. Except for certain overall totals by
age, sex, and color, which are adjusted to in-
dependent estimates, these figures are based on
the sample of households in the HIS. These are
given primarily to provide denominators for rate
computation, and for this purpose are more ap-
propriate for use with the accompanying meas-
ures of health characteristics than other popula-
tion data that may be avaiIable. With the excep-
tion of the overall totals by age, sex, and color
mentioned above, the population figures differ
from figures (which are derived from different
sources) published in reports of the Bureau of
the Census. Official population estimates are
presented in Bureau of the Census reports in
Series P-20, P-25, and P-60.
Reliability of Estimates
Since the statistics presented in this report
are based on a sample, they will differ somewhat
from the figures that would have been obtained
if a complete census had been taken using the
same schedules, instructions, and interviewing
personnel and procedures.
As in any survey, the results are also sub-
ject to reporting and processing errors and errors
due to nonresponse. To the extent possible,
these types of errors were kept to a minimum by
methods built into survey procedures!Although
it is very difficult to measure the extent of bias
in the Health Interview Survey, a number of
studies have been conducted to study this prob-
lem. T~~T~esults have been published in several
reports. -
The standard error is primarily a measure
of sampling variabilityy, that is, the variation
that occurs by chance because only a sample
of the population is surveyed. As calculated
for this report, the standard error also reflects
part of the variation which arises in the measure-
ment process. However, it does not include
NOTE: The list of references follows the text.
systematic biases which might be in the data.
The chances are about 68 out of 100 that an
estimate from the sample would differ from a
complete census by less than the standard error.
The chances are about 95 out of 100 that the
difference would be less than twice the standard
error and about 99 out of 100 that it would be
less than 2% times as large.
The relative standard error of an estimate is
obtained by dividing the standard error of the
estimate by the estimate itself and is expressed
as a percentage of the estimate. For this report,
asterisks are shown for any cell with more than a
30-percent relative standard error. Included in
this appendix are charts from which the reIative
standard errors can be determined for estimates
shown in the report. In order to derive relative
errors which would be applicable to a wide vari-
ety of health statistics and which could be pre-
pared at a moderate cost, a number of approxim-
ations were required. As a result, the charts
provide an e%timate of the approximate relative
standard error rather than the precise error for
any specific aggregate or percentage.
Three classes of statistics for the health sur-
vey are identified for purposes of estimating
variances.
Narrow range. –This class consists of (1) sta-
tistics which “estimate a population attribute,
e.g., the number of persons in a particular in-
come group, and (2) statistics for which the
measure for a single individual during the refer-
ence period used in data collection is usually
either O or 1 or on occasion may take on the
value 2 or very rarely 3.
Medium range. –This class consists of other sta-
tistics for which the measure for a single indi-
vidual during the reference period used in data
collection wiIl rarely lie outside the range O to 5.
Wide range. –This class consists of statistics for
which the measure for a single individual during
the reference period used in data collection can
range from O to a number in excess of 5, e.g.,
the number of days of bed dkability.
In addition to classifying variables accord-
ing to whether they are narrow-, medium-, or




Type A. Statistics on prevalence and incidence
for which the period of reference in the
questionnaire is 12 months.
Type B. Incidence-type statistics for which the
period of reference in the questionnaire
is 2 weeks.
Type C. Statistics - for which the reference pe-
riod is 6 months.
Only the charts orr sampling error appli-
cable to data contained in this report are
presented.
General rules for determining relative sam-
pling errors.-The “guide” on page 62, to-
gether with the following rules, will enable the
reader to determine approximate relative stan-
dard errors from the charts for estimates pre-




Estimates of ag~egates: Approximate
relative standard errors for estimates of
aggregates such as the number of per-
sons with a given characteristic are ob-
t ain e d from appropriate curves on.—.
page 63. The nuniier of persons in
the total U.S. population or in an age-
sex-color class of the total population is
adjusted to official Bureau of the Cen-
sus figures and is not subject to sam-
pling error.
Estimates of percentages in a percent
distribution: Relative standard errors
for percentages in a percent distribution
of a totaI are obtained from appropriate
curves on page 64. For values which
do not fall on one of the Curves pre-
sented in the chart, visual interpolation
will provide a satisfactory
approximation.
Estimates of rates where the numerator
is a, subclass of the denominator: This
rule applies for prevalence rates or
where a unit of the numerator occurs,
with few exceptions, only once in the
year for any one unit in the denomi-
nator. For example, in computing the
rate of visual impairments per 1,000
population, the numerator consisting of
persons with the impairment is a sub-
class of the denominator, which in-
Rule 4.
Rule 5.
eludes all persons in the population.
Such rates if converted to rates per 100
may be treated as though they were per-
centages and the relative standard errors
obtained from the chart P4AN-M. Rates
per 1,000, or pn any other base, must
first be converted to rates per 100; then
the percentage chart will provide the
relative standard error per 100.
Estimates of rates where the numerator
is not a subclass of the denominator:
This rule applies where a unit of the
numerator often occurs more than once
for any one unit in the denominator.
For example, in the computation of the
number of persons injured per 100 cur-
rently employed persons per year, it is
possible that a person in the denomi-
nator could have sustained more than
one of the injuries included in the nu-
merator. Approximate relative standard




Where the denominator is the totaI
U.S. population or includes zdl per-
sons in one or more of the age-sex-
color groups of the total popu-
lation, the relative error of the rate
is equivalent to the relative error of
the numerator, which can be ob-
tained directly from the appro-
priate chart.
In other cases the relative standard
error of the numerator and of the
denominator can be obtained from
the appropriate curve. Square each
of these relative errors, add the re-
sulting values, and extract the
square root of the sum. This pro-
ce dure wiII result in an upper
bound on the stan”dard error and of-
ten will overstate the error.
Estimates of difference between two
statistics (mean, rate, total, etc.): The
standard error of a difference is approx-
imately the square root of the sum of
the squares of each standard error con-
sidered separately. A formula for the
standard error of a difference,
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d’x, –x2 X2 respectively. This formula will
is
where Xl is the estimate for class 1, X2
is the estimate for class 2, and P’x1 and
v~* are the relative errors of Xl &d
represent the actual standard error quite
accurately for the difference between
separate and uncorrelated character-
istics although it is only a rough approx-
imation in most other cases. The rela-
tive standard error of each estimate
involved in such a difference can be de-
termined by one of the four rules
above, whichever is appropriate.
Guide to Use of Relative Standard Error Charts
The code shown below identifies the ap- (1) A = aggregate, P = percentage; (2) the num-
propriate curve to be used in estimating the rela- ber of calendar quarters of data collection; (3)
tive standard error of the statistic described. The the type of statistic as described on page 61; and
four components of each code describe the sta- (4) the range of the statistic as described on
tistic as follows: page 60.
Statistic
Number of:
Persons in the U.S. population, or total number in any
age-sex-color category .. .. ....... .. ... .... .... .. .. .... ... ... .... .. .. .. ...... .. .... .... ..
Persons in any other population group .... ...... .. .. ...... ... ... ..... ... .. ....
Persons with blood donations by characteristics .. ...... .. .. . ..... .... .. .
Blood donations by characteristics . .. .. ..... ... .. ...... ... . .. ..... ... .. .... .... .
Rates per person:
Blood donations . ... ...... .. .... .... .. .. .. ..... ... .. ....... ... . ...... ... .. ...... .. .. ... . ..
Percent distribution of:
Persons with blood donations by characteristics .. .... ..... . ... ..... ....
Blood donations by characteristics . ... ... .... .. .. ... .... .... . .. .... .. .. . ...... .
Use:
+























Relativestandard errorq for agssgates based on four quarbersof data colJSOth







100 1,000 10,000 100>000
Size of estimate (in thousands)
Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 2,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a
Narrow range Type A statistic (code: A4AN) has a relative standard error of 3.6 percent,
(read from scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 72,000 (3.6 percent of
2,000,000). For a Wide range Type B statistic (code: A4BW), an aggregate of 6,000,000 has










Relativewtandard errors for percentages basedon fourquartersof data
for typeA data,Nsrrowand Mediumrange




Exampleof use of chart: Au estimateof 20 percent(oRscaLeat bottomaf chart)basedon
an estimateof 10,OCO,000 has a relative standard errorof 3.2 percent (readfmu the
scaleat the left sideof the chart),the pointat whichthe curvefor a base of 10,CMXl,000
intersectsthe verticalline for 20 percent. !Chestamdarderrorin percentagepoints is






DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT
Terms Relating to Blood Donors and Types of
Blood Donations
Blood donor.–Any person who reported giv-
ing or selling his blood to a blood bank, a hos-
pitaI, the Red Cross, or any other place during
the 12-month period immediately preceding the
interview is classified as a blood donor. Reasons
for giving blood are as follows:
Sold blood.–A person who received some cash
payment as compensation for his blood dona-
tion is considered to have soId blood.
Replaced blood.–A person who made a blood
donation to help restore the supply of blood
used by a relative or friend is ch.ssified as having
replaced blood.
Gave to blood barzk. -A person who donated
blood for the assurance of free blood if needed
in the future by some famiIy member is classi-
fied as contributing to a blood bank. This type
of “blood assurance” pro~am usually requires
regular blood contributions and offers coverage
of family members for some specified future
period of time.
Other donatiorz.-All reasons for donating blood
that are not covered in the three categories spec-
ified above are considered as “other donation.”
Classified in this category are persons who gave
bIood for no tangible gain or reward, such as
receiving blood in the future, replacing blood
used by a particular person, or receiving cash.
Someone receiving some other form of compen-
sation, such as some type of pay in kind or a day
off from work, would also be classified to this
category.
Demographic Terms
Age.–The age recorded for each person is
the age at last birthday. Age is recorded in single
years and grouped in a variety of distributions
depending on the purpose of the table.
Color. –The population is divided into two
color groups, “white” and “ail other. ” “All
other” includes Black, American Indian, Chi-
nese, Japanese, and any other race. Mexican per-
sons are included with “white” unless definitely
known to be Indian or of another race.
Income of family or of unrelated
individuals. —Each member of a family is classi-
fied according to the total income of the family
of which he is a member. Within the household
all persons related to each other by blood, mar-
riage, or adoption constitute a family. Unrelated
individuals are classified according to their own
income.
The income recorded is the totaI of all in-
come received by members of the family (or by
an unrelated individual) in the 12-month period
preceding the week of intemriew. Income from
all sources is included, e.g., wages, salaries, rents
from property, pensions, and help from rela-
tives.
Education.–The categories of education
status show the years of school completed. Only
years completed in regular schools, where per-
sons are given a formal education, are included.
A “regular” schooI is one which advances a per-
son toward an elementary or high school
diploma or a college, university, or professional
schooI degree. Thus education in vocational,
trade, or business schools outside the regular
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.
schooI system is not counted in determining the
highest grade of school completed.
Education of individual. –Each person aged 17
years or older is classified by ‘education in terms
of the highest grade of school completed.
,,
Geographic region.– For the purpose of
classifying the population by geographic area,
the States are grouped into four regions. These
regions, which correspond to those used by the
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Place of residence. –The place of residence
of a member of the civilian, noninstitutionalized
population is classified as inside a standard met-
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ropolitan statistical area (SMSA) or outside an .
SMSA and either farm or non farm.
Standa;d metropolitan statistical areas. –The def-
initions and titles of SMSA’S are established by
the U.S. Office of Management and Budget with
the advice of the Federal Committee on Stand-
ard Metropolitan Statistical Areas.
The definition of an individual SMSA involves
two considerations: first, a city or cities of speci-
fied population which constitute the central city
and identify the courity in which it is located as
the central county; second, economic and social
relationships with contiguous counties (except
in New England) which are metropolitan in char-
acter so that the periphery of the specific metro-
politan area may be determined. SMSA’S are not
limited by State boundaries. In New England
SMSA’S consist of towns and cities, rather than
counties. The metropolitan population in this re-
port is based on SMSA’S as defined in the 1970
census and does not include any subsequent ad-
ditions or changes.
Central cities. –Each SMSA must include at least
one central city. The complete title of an SMSA
identifies the central city or cities. If only one
central city is designated, then it must have
50,000 inhabitants or more. The area title may
include, in addition to the largest city, up to two
city names on the basis and in the order of the
following criteria: (1) the additional city has at
least 250,000 inhabitants or (2) the additiomd
city has a population of one-third or more of
that of the largest city and a minimum popu-
lation of 25,000. An exception occurs where
two cities have contiguous boundaries and con-
stitute, for economic and social purposes, a
single community of at least 50,000, the smaller
of which must have a population of at least
15,000.
Farm and nonfarm residence.–The population
residing outside SMSA’S is subdivided into the
farm population, which comprises all non-SMSA
residents living on farms, aiid the nonfarm popu-
lation, which comprises the remaining outside
SMSA population. The farm population includes
persons living on places of 10 acres or more
from which sales of farm products amounted to
$50 or more during the previous 1Z months or
on places of less than 10 acres from which sales
of farm products amounted to $250 or more
during the preceding 12 months. Other persons
living outside an SMSA were classified as non-
farm if their household paid rent for the house
but their rent did not include any land used for
farming.
Sales of farm products refer to the gross receipts
from the sale of field crops, vegetables, fruits,
nuts, livestock and livestock products (milk,
wool, etc.), poultry and poultry products, and
nursery and forest products produced on the
place and sold at any time during the preceding
12 months. -
Occupation.–A person’s occupation may
be defined as his principal job or business. For
the purposes of this survey, the principal job or
business is defined in one of the following ways.
If the person worked during the 2-week refer-
ence period of the interview, or had a job or
business, the question concerning his occupation
(or what kind of work he was doing) applies to
his job during that period. If the respondent
held more than one job, the question is directed
to the one at which he spent the most “time. For
an unemployed person, this question refers to
the last full-time civilian job he had. A person
who has a job to which he has not yet reported,
and has never had a previous job or business, is
classified as a %ew worker.”
The occupation classes presented in this re-
port and their code numbers as found in the
Classified Index of Occupations and Industries
of the U.S. Bureau of the Census are shown in
figure II.
In labor ~orce.–AlI persons 17 years and
older who worked at or had a job or business or
were looking for work or on layoff from work
during the 2-week period prior to the week of
interview are in the labor force. The labor force
consists of persons currently employed and
those not employed as defined below.
Currently. employ ed.–Persons 17 years of age
and over who rep orted that at any time during
the 2-week period covered by the interview they
either worked at or had a job or business are





Professional, technical, and kindred workers. 001-195, N
Managers and administrators, except farm ... . 201-245
Sales workers ... .... .. .... .. . .... . .. ...... .. .. .... .. .. .... .. 260-280
Clerical and kindred workers .... .. .. ..... .. .. ..... 301-395, P,Q
Blue-collar workers
I
Craftsmen and kindred workers . .. .... .. ..... . .. .. .. 401-580, R,S
Operatives, expect transport .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. . . ... 601-696, T
Transport equipment operatives ..... .. .. ..... ... .. 701-715, u
Laborers, except farm ... ... .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .... ... .. . 740-785, V
Farm and seruke workers
I
Farmers and farm managers .. ... ... .. .... .. ... .... .. 801-802, W
Farm laborers and farm foremen ... .... ... .. .... .. 821-824
Service workers, except private household .. .. 901-965, X,Y
private household workers .. .. .... .... . ... .. ... .... .. 980-984, Z
Unknown .. .. . .. .... . .. ..... . ... .... .. .. .... . ... .... .. .. .... .. I 990,995
Figure II
eludes paid work as an employee of someone
else; self-employment in business, farming, or
professional practice; and unpaid work in a
family business or farm. Persons who were tem-
porarily absent from a job or business because of
a temporary illness, vacation, strike, or bad
weather are considered as currently employed if
they expected to work as soon as the particular
event causing the absence no longer existed.
Free-lance workers are considered currently em-
ployed if they had a definite arrangement with
one employer or more to work for pay accord-
ing to a weekly or montl-dy schedule, either full
time or part time.
Excluded from the currently employed popu-
lation are persons who have no definite employ-
ment schedule but work ordy when their services
are needed. Also excluded from the currently
employed population are (1) persons receiving
revenue from an enterprise but not participating
in its operation, (2) persons doing housework or
charity work for which they receive no pay, (3)
seasonal workers during the portion of the year
they were not working, and (4) persons who
were not working, even though having a job or
business, but were on layoff or looking for
work.
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The number of currently employed persons esti-
mated from the Health Interview Survey (HIS)
will differ from the estimates prepared from the
Current Population Survey (CPS) of the U.S.
Bureau of the Census for several reasons. In ad-
dition to sampling variability they include three
primary conceptual differences, namely: (1) HIS
estimates are for persons 17 years of age and
over; CPS estimates are for persons 16 years of
age and over. (2) HIS uses a 2-week reference
period, while CPS uses a 1-week reference pe-
riod. (3) HIS is a continuing survey with sepa-
rate samples taken weekly; CPS is a monthly
sample taken for the survey week which includes
the 12th of the month.
Currently unemployed. –Persons 17 years and
over who during the 2-week period prior to in-
terview did not work or had no job or business
but were looking for work and those who had a
job but were on layoff or looking for work are
considered currently ‘unemployed.
Not in labor force. –Persons not in the
labor force are all persons under 17 years of age
and other persons who did not at any time dur-
ing the 2-week period covered by the interview
have a job or business , were not Iookkg for
work, and were not on layoff from a job. In
general, persons excluded from the labor force
are children under 17, retired persons, physically
handicapped persons unable to work, and house-
wives or charity workers who receive no pay.
Veteran status. –All males 17 years of age
and older are classified by their veteran status.
Veteran. –A veteran is defined as a person who
has served on full-time active duty in the U.S.
Armed Forces. Service in the Armed Forces
includes the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine
Corps, and Coast Guard and any National Guard
unit which was activated as part of the regular
Armed Forces. Excluded are persons working in
civilian positions for the Armed Forces, serving
in the merchant marine, or serving in a National
Guard unit not activated as part of the regular
Armed Forces.
Wartzme service. –Veterans whose service
was all or partly during the Vietnam Era, the
Korean War, World War II, or World War 1
are classified as having wartime service.
Peacetime serva”ce.–Veterans whose service
in the U.S. Armed Forces was not wartime
service, as defined above, are classified as
having peacetime service.
Nonveteran.–A nonveteran is defined as a per-
son who has never served on full-time active
duty in the U.S. Armed Forces.
Terms Relating to Health
Health status.–The respondent’s own evalu-
ation of the health of each member of the fam-
ily for whom he is responding compared to
other persons of the same age is that person’s
health status. The specific categories from which
the respondent may choose are excellent, good,
fair, and poor.
Physician visit. –A physician visit is defined
as consultation with a physician, in person or by
telephone, for examination, diagnosis, treat-
ment, or advice. The visit is considered to be a
physician visit if the service is provided directly
by the physician or by a.nurse or other person
acting under a physician’s supervision. For the
purpose of this definition “physician” includes
doctors of medicine and osteopathic physicians.
The term “doctor” is used in the interview
rather than “physician” because of popular
usage. However, the concept toward which all
ins t ructions are dh-ected is that which is
described here.
Physician visits for services provided on a
mass basis are not included in the tabulations. A
service received on a mass basis is defined as any
service involving only a single test (e.g., test for
diabetes) or a single procedure (e.g., smallpox
vaccination) when this single service was admin-
istered identically to all persons who were at the
place for this purpose. Hence obtaining a chest
X-ray in a tuberculosis chest X-ray trailer is not
included as a physician visit. However, a special
chest X-ray given in a physician’s office or in an
outpatient clinic is considered a physician visit.
Physician visits to hospital inpatients are
not included.
If a physician is called to a house to see
more than one person, the call is considered a
separate physician visit for each person about
whom the physician was consulted.
A physician visit is associated with the per-
son about whom the advice was sought, even if
aa
that person did not actually see or consult the
physician. For example, if a mother consults a
physician about one of her children, the physi-
cian visit is ascribed to the child.
Interval since last physician visit. –The in-
terval since the last physician visit is the length
of time prior to the week of interview since a
physician was last consulted in person or by tele-
phone for treatment or advice of any type what-
ever. A physician visit to a hospital inpatient
may be counted as the last time a physician was
seen.
Hospital epkode.–A hospital episode is any
continuous period of stay of 1 night or more in
a hospital as an inpatient except the period of
stay of a well newborn infant. A hospital epi-
sode is recorded for a family member whenever
any part of his hospital stay is included in the




BLOOD DONOR QUESTIONS AND FLASHCARD, 1973
If 17 years old or over, ask II o n Under 17 (NP)
130. During the past 12 months, has -- given or sold any blood to a blood bank,
II
33..
a hospital, tho Red Cross, or anywhere ●lse? lY 2 N (NP)_- -------------------------------------------------- ___________________ -- --------------------
'------------------------
b. During the past 12 months, how many times has -- givsn or sold his blood?
For each donation reported in Q. 33b, ask
c. Which of the reasons Iistad on this card (Hand Card B) best describas why --





2. REPLACED BLOOD USED BY
A RELATIVE OR FRIEND.
3. UNPAID DONATION TO A BLOOD
BANK TO ASSURE FREE BLOOD FOR
THIS FAMILY IN THE FUTURE.
4. OTHER UNPAID BLOOD DONATION
WHICH WASNOT FOR REPLACEMENT
AND DID NOT ASSURE FREE BLOOD
FOR THIS FAMILY IN THE FUTURE.
(Q.:1)
B
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VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS PUBLICATIONS SERIES
Formerly Public Health Service Publication No. 1000
Serz”es 1. Programs and Collection Procedures. –Reports which describe the general programs of the National
Center for Health Statistics and its offices and divisions, data collection methods used, definitions, and
other material necessimy for understanding the data.
Series 2. Data Evaluation and Methods Research. –Studies of new statistical methodology including experimental
tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analytical techniques,
objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, contributions to statistical theory.
Series 3. Arzaly tical Studies. –Reports presenting analyticzd or interpretive studies based on vital and health
statistics, carrying the analysis further than the expository types of reports in the other series.
Series 4. Documents and Committee Reports. –Final reports of major committees concerned with vital and
health statistics, and documents such as recommended model vitaI registration laws and revised birth
and death certificates.
Series 10. Data from the Health Interview Survey .–Statistics on illness; accidental injuries; disability; use of
hospital, medical, dental, and other services; and other health-related topics, based on data collected in
a continuing national household interview survey.
Series 11. Data from the Health Examination Survey. –Data from direct examination, testing, and meamrement
of national samples of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population provide the basis for two types of
reports: (I) estimates of the medically defined prevalence of specific diseases in the United States and
the distributions of the population with respect to physical, physiological, and psychological charac-
teristics; and (2) analysis of relationships among the various measurements without reference to an
explicit finite universe of persons.
SeTies 12. Data from the Institutionalized Population Survey s.-Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports from
these surveys will be in Series 13.
Series 13. Data on Health Resources Utilization. –Statistics on the utilization of health manpower and facilities
providing long-term care, ambulatory care, hospital care, and family planning services.
Series 14. Data on Health Resources: Manpower and Facilities. –Statistics on the numbers, geographic clistrib-
ution, and characteristics of health resources including physicians, dentista, nurses, other health occu-
pations, hospitals, nursing homes, and outpatient facilities.
Seties 20. Data on Mortality. –Various statistics on mortality other than as included in regular annual or monthly
reports. Special anal yses by cause of cleat h, age, and other demographic variables; geographic and time
series analyses; and statistics on characteristics of deaths not available from the vital records, based on
sample surveys of those records.
Series 21. Data on Natality, Marriage, and Divorce. –Various statistics on nata.lity, marriage, and divorce other
than as included in reguhu annual or monthly reports. Special snalyses by demographic variables;
geographic and time series analyses; studies of fertility; and statistics on characteristics of btis not
available from the vital records, based on sample surveys of those records.
Series 22. Data from the National Mortality and Natality Sumeys. –Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports
from these sample surveys based on vital records will be included in Series 20 and 21, respectively.
Set+es 23. Data from the National Surwy of Family Growth. –Statistics on fertility, family formation and disso-
lution, family planning, and related mat ernal szsd infant health topics derived from a biennial survey of
a nationwide probability sample of ever-married women 15-44 years of age.
For a list of titles of reports published in these series, write to: Scientific and Technical Information Branch
National Center for Health Statistics
Public Health Service, HRA
Roc!iville, Md. 20852
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